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11
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Energetic protons (0.5-20 MeV) appear to be trapped between a pair of shocksassociatedwith the
major solar flares of April 15 and April 28, 1978. Prolongedtrapping (for a period of weeks) is implied
by the large count rate enhancementand the large range of radial distancesand longitudinalangles
over which the trappingis observed.Shocksassociatedwith both flares are detectablein the Pioneer
10 and Pioneer 11 plasma analyzer data. These shock/flare associationsare different from those
previously publishedby others studyingthe interplanetaryevents. The evidence for trapping has not
been recognizedheretoforemost likely becauseof the unobservabilityof the April 15 flare (located
--•150øEof the sun-earthline) and of the faintnessof the signaturein the plasma data of one shock in
each pair. The apparentability of a shockwhoseplasmasignatureis extremely weak to confineMeV
protonsin the outer solar systemmay have significantimplicationsfor cosmicray studies.Contrary to
earlier analysesof thesedata, the resultsof our analysesalsoimply significantazimuthalasymmetryin
plasma and energetic particle behavior even at distances as far as 16 AU from the sun. The
combinationof these observationsprovides evidence for unexpectedlycomplex interactions in the
outer solar systembetween energeticparticles and solar wind plasma.

in addition

INTRODUCTION

A very large solar flare (importance 3B) beganat 1304UT
on April 28, 1978, in McMath region 15266and continuedfor
more than 9 hours. Disturbances

in solar wind and cosmic

ray behavior which were apparently associatedwith that
event were observed at the earth, at Pioneer 11, and at

Pioneer 10 [Pyle et al., 1979; Van Allen, 1979]. These
previous studies inferred from these observations a high
degree of cylindrical symmetry in plasma and energetic
particle behavior. Pyle et al. also noted evidence for a large
flare on the unobservablehemisphereof the sun on approximately April 15.
Previous studieshave shown [lntriligator, 1977, 1980] that
the shocks from large flares can propagate with nearly
constant speed over large radial distances.In the processof
our studying Pioneer 10 and 11 plasma analyzer data to
determine the apparentpropagationspeedsof interplanetary
shocks in 1978, we discovered evidence of a previously
unrecognized forward shock in each data set, a possible
reverse shock in the Pioneer 10 data, and a firm association
of the large shock on May 27 at Pioneer 10 with the April 15
flare. When we plotted the shocks identified in the plasma
data on a figure from Pyle et al., we found the apparent
precise correspondenceof each shock with a significant
change in the energeticproton count rates at Pioneer 10 and
11. As described below, we have concludedthat the energetic particle changesindicate that large numbersof particlesin
the energy range of 0.5-1.8 MeV and 11-20 MeV were
trapped between the forward shocks.If this is the case, the
observed characteristicsof these particlesdiscussedby Pyle
et al. may be due partly to the trappingprocess,insteadof or
•Also affiliatedwith the Universityof SouthernCalifornia,Los
Angeles, California 90007.
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to the acceleration

at the shocks.

A careful

examination of these observations (see Figure 8 below) also
suggeststhat the azimuthal symmetryof the energeticproton
behavior implied by the analyses of Pyle et al. and as
discussedby Van Allen may have been overstated. However, our analysis actually leads to a clarification of the effects
of shocksincluding those associatedwith cosmic ray modulation. The increasedinsight availablefrom careful examination of the detailed plasma analyzer data suggeststhat
further knowledge might be gainedby a more comprehensive
study involving highertime resolutionparticle and field data.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In the
'observations' section first we present the specificfeatures
in the Pioneer 10 and 11 plasmadata during this period that
are relevant for this study. Then we present the available
higher time resolution plasma parameters for each of the
shocks and present some calculated characteristicsof the
shocks.Then we show a comparisonof the Pioneer 10 and 11
solar wind speed with the energetic particle data. In the
'discussion'

section we first describe our associations of the

observed interplanetary shocks with specific solar flare
events. In this connection we present some IMP energetic
particle measurementsthat contributeto our identificationof
the specific solar flare events. Next we discussthe evidence
for energetic particle confinementbetween the interplanetary shocks.Finally, we discussthe longitudinalcharacteristics of the propagationto extendedheliocentricdistancesof
the plasma and energetic particles associated with these
events and the evidence for azimuthal asymmetry.
OBSERVATIONS

Figure 1, adapted from Van Allen, shows the geometric
relations of the spacecraft and flares in early 1978. As
indicated in Figure 1, the earth and Pioneer 10 were about
170øapart in ecliptic longitudewith Pioneer 11 about halfway
between them. We are primarily studyingthe effectsof the
April 15 and 28 flares. The April 28 flare had importance3B.
Since the April 29 flare was a 2B flare, the April 28 flare most
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Fig. 1. Pioneer 10and 11locationsandthe geometricrelationsof
the spacecraftand flares in early 1978 (adapted from Van Allen
[1979]). The principalflareswhich we considerare the 3B flareson
April 15 and 28.
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Detailed plot of Pioneer 11 speedand densitydata similarto
that shown for Pioneer 10 in Figure 2.

tentative, beingbasedupon the apparentdensitydecreasein
the NASA Ames least squaresplasmaparameters.Figure 3
is a similar plot for Pioneer 11. It shows a small shock on
May 8 (day 128) precedingthe large shock on May 11 (day

shocksshown in Figures 2 and 3. As indicatedin Figure 2,
the large increasein solar wind speedon May 27 (day 147)
occurred during a data gap so that for this one event the
higher time resolutionplasmadata are not available. However, there is no doubtfrom the plasmadata shownin Figure 2
that a significantincrease in solar wind speedand density
occurred during this data gap. As discussedbelow, the
uncertaintyof when in the data gap the changein the plasma
parametersoccurreddoes not affect any of the conclusions
of this study.
Figure 4 showsthe highertime resolutiondatafor the next
Pioneer 10 shock. These data from June 1 (day 152) indicate
that following a data gap the solarwind speedincreasesquite
sharply from --•480 km/s to --•520 km/s and the density
decreases by about a factor of 2. We have, therefore,

131).

identified

likely made the major contribution to the interplanetary
disturbance. Both the April 28 and 29 flares occurred in
region 15266. Extrapolation suggeststhat the flare of April
15 also probably occurred in region 15266which was not on
the visible hemisphere at that time.
Figure 2 shows a detailed plot of Pioneer 10 speed and
density data. In addition to the first large speedand density
jump, there are smaller abrupt speedrises which appear to
be a possiblereverse shockand a forward shock,respectively, basedon the simultaneousdensitychangesrecorded. The
identification

of the second shock as a reverse

shock is

this event as a reverse shock.

Figures 4 through 7 present the available higher time
resolutionplasma data associatedwith the Pioneer l0 and 11
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Fig. 2. Detailed plot of Pioneer10 speedand densitydata. Gaps
indicate times of no tracking.The shocksare indicated.The first
shockappearsto have occurredduringa trackinggap.
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Fig. 4. Higher time resolutionPioneer 10 plasmadata on June 1,
1978. On the basis of the increasein speedand the accompanying
density decrease we have tentatively identified this event as a
reverse

shock.
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Figure 5 showsthe highertime resolutiondata for the third
Pioneer 10 shock. This forward shock, which occurs on June

5 (day 156), is characterizedby a sharpincreasein speedand
a simultaneous density increase.
The next two figures present the Pioneer 11 higher time
resolution

data associated with the two shocks denoted in

Figure 3. Figure 6 shows the forward shock observed on
May 8 (day 128). This shock is characterized by a sharp
increase in speed and a small density increase.
Figure 7 shows the higher time resolution plasma parameters observed on May 11 (day 131). The large sharpjump in
speed and the pronounced density increase clearly denote
the passageof a forward shock.
Table

1 summarizes

the characterisics

PROTONS

25 EMPERATURE
,,.,o•z

DENSITY
25'

of these shocks.

The average transit speed of the shock, in kilometers per
second,from the sun to the spacecraftor the earth is shown
in the column Vs•s/c.The local speed of the shock, in
kilometers per second,is indicatedin the column gshock(g,
IV) [Intriligator, 1980].
The local shock speed was obtained by using the flux
conservation equation
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Fig. 6. Higher time resolutionPioneer11plasmadata on May 8,
1978.The sharpincreasein speedand the (small)densityincrease
have led us to identify this as a forward shock.

_o 5.0

where V• and V2 are the preshock and postshockplasma

speeds,respectively,and Np• and Np2 are preshockand
a.5

I

,

postshockproton numberdensities,respectively.In the case
of the first Pioneer 10 shock, which occurred during a data
gap, the plasma parameters measured before the gap and
after the gap were usedin this calculation.For the remaining
shocks,representativepreshockand postshockvaluesof the
plasma parameters were employed.
Figure 8 is a comparisonof the Pioneer 10 and 11 solar
wind speedsand the energetic particle data. The energetic
particle data are from Pyle et al. Figure 8 showsthe timesof
the shocks in each panel, indicating the apparent coincidence of the rise in the energeticparticle count rates with the
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first forward shock in each case and the fall of the count rate
with the second forward shock.

SPEED

The reader shouldnote that the energeticparticle data are
plotted on a logarithmicscale.Therefore, for example, while
the 3 orders of magnituderise (on --•day 110) in the counting
rate in the upper panel for the 11- to 20-MeV protons on
Pioneer 11 looks larger than the rise of 1 order of magnitude
• 525
on ---day 128, in absoluteterms a rise from 0.01 to 10is not as
large as a rise from 3 to 30. These numbers apply approxiSHOCK
mately to the upper Pioneer 11 panel in Figure 8, and the
same comment applies to the other panels of energetic
500 I • i ,, [ ,
particle data. The variations in the 11- to 20-MeV counting
05OO
O9OO
rates in the Pioneer 10 data probably would not have been
JUNE 5 (DAY 156)
considered significant if no other information had been
Fig. 5. Higher time resolutionPioneer 10plasmadata on June5,
1978. On the basisof the sharpincreasein speedand a simultaneous a,½ailable,but the variations in this plot do correspondto the
larger variations in the other panels of Pioneer 10 data. For
density increasethis has been identifiedas a forward shock.
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energetic particle variations which are associatedwith other
flares, or perhaps some are associatedwith corotatinginteraction regions (CIR's) in long-lived streams from coronal
holes. However, the April flares discussedby Pyle et al.
were the most important flares for a period of more than a
month, and we are in agreement with them that these flares
and the associatedplasma and particle disturbancescan be
usefully studied as a self-containedgroup of events.

TEMPERATURE

0 I.Ox

DISCUSSION

DENSITY
Flare/Shock

1.2

Associations

Our revision of the flare/shock associationsof Pyle et al.
and Van Allen is based upon (1) the apparent coincidenceof
the plasma and energeticparticle variations indicatingthat a
major disturbance passed through the solar system and (2)
the evidence we have gathered that the April 15 flare was
probably of importance 3 and the observationthat the April

0.6

28 flare was a 3B flare.

[
700

Since the April 15 flare is important in our analysis, even
though it was not on the visible disk, it is worthwhile to

I

SPEED

review

the information

that indicates

this fiare's existence.

First, from early April to late June 1978, there was only one
plage region on the sun which frequently produced major
flares. This region was given McMath numbers 15214, 15266,
15314, and 15368 on four successive solar rotations. The

decrease in the energetic particle count rate.
The times of several solar flares are shown by the small
triangles. These flaresproducedsignificantenhancementsin
the IMP energetic particle data as plotted in the SolarGeophysicalData for April 1978 (see also Figure 9 below).

Solar-Geophysical Data abbreviated calendar record indicates that this region is known to have produced two 3B
flares and three or four 2B flares during this period when it
was on the visible hemisphere of the sun. Since evidence
exists of a major flare on the invisible hemisphereof the sun
when this region is on that hemisphere, there is a strong
presumption that the flare would have occurred in this
region. The observed flares of April 8, 28, and 29 discussed
in this paper all occurred in this region. Furthermore, it is
not improbable that sucha large, flare-rich region might emit
flares on the invisible hemisphere. The rise in energetic
particle flux that is observed at the earth in the IMP
energetic particle data early on April 17 (see Figure 9) does
not correspond with any visible H alpha flare. However,
such large rises in count rates at these energies are not
known to be causedby anythingother than a solar flare. The
obvious inference of a major H alpha flare on the invisible
hemisphereis strengthenedby the remarkably slow rise and
long persistence of the enhancement. Such behavior is

The dashed lines denote our inferred associations of varia-

characteristic

tions in particle count rates with the solar flares. These
associations are based on the correspondence with the
changes in the 0.5- to 1.8-MeV protons where these events
are better separatedand their interpretationlessambiguous.
We emphasize that these are not the only events which
occurred during this time. Figure 8 also shows plasma and

meridian of the sun sincethe particles must reach the earth
by cross-field diffusion rather than the direct field-aligned
streaming possible for particles from western flares. The
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Fig. 7. Higher time resolutionplasmadata on May 11, 1978.On
the basisof the large increasein speedand the pronounceddensity
increase we have identified this as a forward shock.

the time interval between the shocks the counting rates
associatedwith the 0.5- to 1.8-MeV protons is much larger
than the counting rate at other times. The Pioneer 10 data
also show that coincident

With the second shock there is a

TABLE

1.

of flares

which

occur

east

of the

central

farther east the flare, the more diffusion is needed, and so the
slower the rise and fall and the lower the peak flux. A flare
east of the eastern limb would show these characteristics

Shock Characteristics

Location

Shock

Date

Time, UT

Pioneer 10
Pioneer 10
Pioneer 10
Pioneer 11
Pioneer 11
Earth
Earth

forward
reverse?
forward
forward
forward
forward
forward

May 27
June 1
June 5
May 8
May 11
April 17
April 30

0000
0427
0640
0300
1800
2345
0951

Vs-s/c

678
...
738
526
910
600-800
925

Vshock(V,N)

Flare

649
470
579
492
766
530
576

April 15
...
April 28
April 15
April 28
April 15
April 28

in
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an even more exaggeratedform. Thus the energeticparticle
record taken alone is strong evidence that a H alpha flare
occurred east of the east limb roughly a day before the
particles arrived at earth. Region 15266 was about El50 ø at
this time. Both the known high activity of this region and the
long persistence of the particle enhancement,indicating an
energetic flare that produced many particles, imply that a
large flare occurred at this time. We are referring to this flare
as the 'April 15' flare because the timing of the arrival of
particles suggeststhat the flare most likely occurred sometime in the morning or afternoon of April 15. However, if the
flare occurred late on April 14, the conclusionsin this paper
would not be changed.
The recent publication on 'major flares' [Dodson and
Hedernan, 1981] indicates an event on the morning of April
15 from 0630 UT to 0703 UT occurring at N14 ø, W08ø in
McMath region 15235. Their listed information concerning
this flare is unusual in that there is no observed H alpha
activity associatedwith the flare yet they list a great deal of
intense radio activity. Based on the IMP and Pioneer observations, we would argue that the listed intense radio activity
can be associatedwith a 'major fiare'--a 3B flare--on the
invisible hemisphereof the sun. The flare could easily have
lasted longer than the observed radio activity. We conclude
that the recorded radio activity is also supportingevidence
for the existence of a major flare (3B) on the invisible
hemisphere on April 15.
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Fig. 8. Parallel plots of energetic protons in two energy ranges
and the solar wind speedat Pioneer 10 and 11. The shocktimes are
marked in each panel to show the coincidence of the plasma and
particle changes. Triangles show the times of the flares which
causedthe shocks.The solid trianglesdenoteflares observedon the
visible hemisphere; the open triangle denotes the April 15 flare,
which is inferred from the plasma and particle data. Dashed lines
show associations between flares and variations in the energetic
particle count rates. The variations are both distinct rises and
changes in the slope of the count rate. The ordinates for the
energeticproton data are logarithmic.The smallvertical lines with
circles in the two top panelsdenote the heliocentricdistanceof the
respective spacecraft--the 7 AU location for Pioneer 11 is shown
and the 16 AU location for Pioneer 10 is shown (the 15.5 AU
location for Pioneer 10 is indicated without a label). This figure is
adaptedfrom Pyle et al. [1979], but we correcteda 2-day offsetin the
Pioneer 11 data and where available we replaced the quick look solar
wind speedswith the speedsfrom least squaresfits to the data.

Figure 8 indicatesthe shocksin the Pioneer 10 and 11 solar
wind plasma data and the simultaneous changes in the
energetic particle observations. Table 1 shows agreement
(+----•150km/s) between the average transit speeds, Vs-s/c,
from the sun to Pioneer 10 and 11 for the April 15flare. Since
the April 15 flare did not occur on the visible disk, we do not
know the exact time of the flare, althoughon the basisof the
Dodson and Hedeman listing we know that the flare most
likely occurred before 0630 UT which would yield a transit
speed<639 km/s. The transit time from the sunto Pioneer 10
and 11 is long enoughthat in each casethe uncertainty about
the time of day when this flare occurred does not lead to
significantuncertainty in the average transit speed. However, in the case of the earth the average transit speedis highly
uncertain (see Table 1) since the distance and times are
relatively short. Identificationof the Dodson and Hedeman
listing as the flare would give good agreementof speedsin
this case also.

Another strong piece of evidence supportingour flare/
shock associations is that the first shock was strong at
Pioneer 10 but weak at Pioneer 11, while the second shock
was weak at Pioneer 10 and strong at Pioneer 11. Given the
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et al. cite a small decreaseon April 17 which they tentatively
associate with the April 15 flare. Examination of the IMP
solar wind data in the Solar-GeophysicalData showsthat a
small shock passed the earth at the time of a sudden
commencement that began a brief, weak magnetic storm
(maximum Kp = 5-). Thus we have evidence that these
weak shocks propagatedfrom 1 to 16 AU and produced
weak modulation effects while the strong shocks which
attracted previous attention produced strong modulation.
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times of arrival of the small shockswe discussedabove. Pyle

i
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Fig. 10. Figure 2 from Van Allen [1979]. (Upper panel) Daily
mean scaledcountingrate of Alert neutron monitor [Solar-Geophysical Data, 1978]. (Middle panel) Five-day weighted running mean
counting rates of University of Iowa detector C (protons >80 MeV)
on Pioneer 11. (Lower panel) The samefor detector C (protons >80
MeV) on Pioneer 10. The approximate onset time of the Forbush
decrease and the heliocentric radial distance and ecliptic longitude
are shown in each case. All ordinates are logarithmic.

earth-based

observations

show that this corre-

spondencein these data for larger radial distancesraisesthe
possibilitythat the behavioris simplerat largerdistancesand
may clarify the complexities seen at 1 AU.
Further evidence of the traversal of the shock may be
provided by the possibleobservationsof the shock by the
Voyager plasma wave instrument (F. L. Scarf, private
communication, 1981) and plasma science instrument (J.
Belcher and H. Bridge, private communication, 1981). The
Voyager plasma wave instrument (PWS) observed a shock
on April 24, 1978, at approximately 1435 UT. This event is
shown in Figure 11. The Voyager 1 plasma science (PLS)
data show a moderate (-<50 km/s) increasein speed(in the
hourly averages)in associationwith this event. At this time,
Voyager 1 was at 3.00 AU and its earth-sun-probeangle was
248.8ø. Associating this shock with the April 15 flare we
obtain an average transit speed (Vs-s/c)for the shock of

VOYAGER- 1, APRIL 24, 1978
56.2

kHz

31.1

closenessof Pioneer 10 to the ecliptic longitudeof the first
flare and the closenessof Pioneer 11 to the ecliptic longitude
of the second flare, this relation of shock strengthsis just
what would be expectedbasedon previousexperimentaland
theoretical studies [Dryer, 1975;Intriligator, 1977] of shock
strengthsas a function of azimuth from the longitudeof the
flare. The Pioneer 11 plasmaobservationson May 8 (Figure
6) associatedwith the first flare, for example, were measured
at a longitude considerablyeast of the flare site. Dryer [ 1975]

17.8

10.0

5.6

3.1

-r

-5

o
z

1.8

uJ

-5

C3

-5

indicates that at this relative location the shock would tend

to have the appearanceof a quasi-parallelshock with the
attendantjaggedplasmaparameterfluctuations.The Pioneer
11 plasma data in Figure 6 are consistentwith this view of
the longitudinal evolution of interplanetary shocks.
As discussedin more detail below, duringthis time there is
also no evidence for other solar events of sufficient magnitude to be likely alternative candidatesfor the sourcesof the
shocks. The details of the plasma and energetic particle
variations
resemble

at Pioneer

10 and 11 for these events
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uJ_
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178
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do not

a CIR from a coronal hole stream.

It appears that we have evidence from 1 to 16 AU for a
correspondence
betweenthe depthof a Forbushdecreasein
cosmic ray detectors and the local strength of a shock as
measuredby plasma(and perhapsalsoplasmawave) instruments. Examination of Figure 2 from Van Allen [1979],
which for completenesswe have reproducedhere as Figure
10, indicates that detector C of the University of Iowa
cosmic ray instrument on Pioneer 10 and 11 appearsto show
small Forbush decreasesat about day 128(May 8) at Pioneer
11 and day 156 (June5) at Pioneer 10, correspondingwith the

f18
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1400 SHOCK
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3.00 AU, ESP ANGLE 248.4 ø

Fig. 11. Voyager 1 plasmawave observations
of the passageof a
shockon April 24, 1978(F. L. Scarf, private communication,1981.)
We identify these observationswith the passageof the shock
associatedwith the April 15 flare.
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approximately 550 km/s. This transit speed is intermediate
between the correspondingaverage transit speedsobtained
for this event from the Pioneer

10 and Pioneer

associations.

Particle Confinement

Confinement of the energetic particles between the forward shocks is strongly suggestedby the manner in which
the particle count rates rise with the first forward shock and
fall with the second. Currently we do not have access to
higher time resolution energetic particle data so that the
exact timing of the energeticparticle variationscannot be
defined in greater detail. However, the coincidence of the
shocks and the gross changesin the energetic particle count
rate is so evident that the principal aim of future more
detailed studies (e.g., employing higher time resolution
energetic particle data) is likely to be directed toward

studyingthe structureor mechanismof this event or comparison with other events.
All of the observations

PIONEER
io,_•+'79
i
i

11 observa-

tions (see Table !). Moreover, this agreementis particularly
reasonable given the longitudinal location of Voyager 1 with
respect to the flare site and the Pioneer 10 and 11 spacecraft.
The plasma wave observationsare mostlikely indicativeof a
quasi-parallel shock in agreement with our discussionconcerning the plasma observationsof this event at Pioneer 11.
We conclude that the April 15 and April 28 flares were
extremely energetic events with the April 15 flare producing
enormous numbers of highly energetic particles. A rough
indication of the energiesof these events can be inferred by
comparingthe energeticparticle curves for the April 15 and
28 flares in Figure 8 with the particle productionof the April
8 flare which was a 2B event. Comparing the particle and
plasma data for these events with those, for example, of the
August 1972 events suggeststhat often flares smaller than
importance 3 are not as likely to have sufficientpower to
cause major shocksin the outer solar system. Importance 3
flares are sufficientlyrare that observationsof a pair of such
flares, within 2 weeks, followed by the observation of
plasma and particle disturbancesin the outer solar system
generally consistentwith the constantspeedapproximation
used successfullyelsewhere, provides a strongpresumption
for associatingcorrespondingevents. It is temptingto speculate that had the April 15 flare occurred on the visible
hemisphereof the sun, as the April 28 flare did, it would
have been classifiedas of importance 3 and the interplanetary associationsmight have been deducedimmediately. The
IMP particle detector record indicatesclearly that no major
H alpha flares occurred, though several minor flares did,
between April 15 and April 28. Coronal holes and their
associatedhigh-speedstreamsusually do not produce such
disturbancesin the inner solar system.Also, the characteristics of CIR's are quite differentfrom the plasmaand energetic particle observationspresentedin this paper. Therefore it
appearsthat there are many lines of evidence supportingour
flare/shock
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are consistent with a view in which

energetic particles from the April 1978solarflares, as well as
particles accelerated at the shocks, were confined between
the two shocks and were compressedas the faster moving
second shock was overtaking the first shock. If we consider
Figure 8, we see that it must show two groupsof particles
from each flare•the ones arriving first that propagatefreely
to the spacecraft and the trapped particles arriving later
since they are confined by the interplanetary shocks. The
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Fig. 12. Schematicdepiction of the estimatedshockand particle
configuration in or near the ecliptic plane about May 8, 1978. The
total angular extent of the shocks and trapped particles in the
ecliptic plane is not known, nor is the behavior well away from the
ecliptic. As the shockspeedvaried with eclipticlongitude,the shock
fronts

are

drawn

as arcs

of circles

not

centered

at the

sun.

Assumptions used in constructing the figure and the limits of the
extrapolations are discussedmore in the text.

particles that propagatefreely to the spacecrafttravel with a
speed of tens of thousands of kilometers per second and,
even allowing for irregular paths in diffusion,arrive at the
spacecraft in only a few days. In contrast, the trapped
particles must have a bulk motion no faster than the plasma
shocks which confine them and which travel at speeds of
hundreds of kilometers per second.Thus the trapped particles arrive with the shocks much later than the freely
propagatingparticles. Generally someparticlesfor each flare
would be trapped and some would propagatefreely.
A schematic depiction of this trapping concept is presentedin Figure 12. In this figure the locationsof the shocks
and the trapped particles are depicted approximately as they
would have been on May 8 when the first shock reached
Pioneer 11. The shockfronts in the vicinity of Pioneer 10 and
11 have been drawn by usingthe constantspeedapproximation discussedabove and connectingthe points with arcs of
circles. The trapped particles have been depictedextending
over this angular range, and slightlybeyond, sinceit appears
plausible that the particles could be present over the angular
range between the two spacecraftand perhapsoutside. The
constant speed approximation indicates that the second
shock

would

overtake

the first

shock

near

9 AU

in the

ecliptic longitude vicinity of Pioneer 11. This would imply
that the appearance of the shocks and particles may be
significantly different as they approach Pioneer 10. The
reverse shock is not shown in Figure 12, since we do not
know where

it was formed.

The shapeof the shock fronts is likely to have been a little
different from the arcs of circles shown in Figure 12, but
available observationsdo not provide enough information
for a more realistic portrayal. In particular, the shapeof the
secondshockfront, propagatinginto the ejectedgasfrom the
first solar flare and into the shocked ambient solar wind, is
difficult to estimate. Table 1 showsthat the constantspeed
assumption clearly does not hold as well for the second
shock as it does for the first--the first shock, of course,
propagatedinto relatively undisturbedsolarwind. However,
the behavior of the secondshock may be comparableto the
larger apparent speedvariationsof the shockassociatedwith
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shown in Figure 8 above. Similarly, the enhancementin this
energy range at Pioneer 11, when the shockfor the September event reached there in late October, was also much

smaller than the energeticparticle enhancementbetween the
shocks associatedwith the April events shown in Figure 8
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Fig. 13. Adapted from Figure 4 of •le et al. [1979]. The
energeticproton ohscreationsassociatedwith the Septemberflares
are unlike the more nearly rectangularpro•e of the energeticproton
enhancementin the sameenergyrangeobservedfor the April shock
pair shown in Figure 8 (see text).

the third solar flare of the August 1972 events [Intriligator,
1977], which also propagatedinto disturbed solar wind
conditions. Sufficient numbersof multi-spacecraftobservations and hydrodynamiccalculations,such as those described by Dryer [1975], should eventually allow more
realistic estimatesof shockpropagationand shockshapesin
the outer solar system.

A recent paper [Webber and Lockwood, 1981] may provide indirect evidence for the trappingof energeticparticles
between interplanetary shocks. Webber and Lockwood
studied the long-term modulationof cosmic rays with energies greater than 60 MeV, employingPioneer, Voyager, and
IMP data from 1972 to 1980. They conclude that 'the longterm modulation effects are propagated outward radially
from the sun with a typical speedof 350-500 km/s.' These
authorsdiscussthis outwardpropagationeffect and the fact
that it is opposite to a time dependentcosmic ray model
[O'Gallagher and Maslyar, 1976] which assumesinward
propagation from the extended boundary. Webber and
Lockwood conclude that conventional stationary state
modulation theories need to be modified. It is tempting to
speculatethat the solar modulationeffects' outward radial
propagationat speedscomparableto the solarwind speedis
attributable, at least in part, to the confinementof energetic
particles between interplanetary shocks.
Two interesting speculationsare raised by the considerations of shockpropagation.Pioneer 10 is travelling toward
the expected tail of the heliosphere,and it is possiblethat
another spacecraftat 16 AU moving, for example, toward
the heliosphereapex, would not have seen the prolonged
modulationobservedby Pioneer 10. That is, in the direction
away from the apex (toward the tail) the solar wind is
expected to remain supersonicand fully ionized to larger
distances from the sun than it is in other directions. Thus a

plasma shock front would be able to propagateto larger
heliocentric distancesin the heliospherictail direction than
in other directions where it would reach the heliosphere

In the case of the April/May events, it appearspossible boundarysooner.Thereforethe shockwould continueto be
that some of the observed characteristics of the energetic a barrier to energeticparticlepropagations
longerin this tail
particlesin the vicinity of the shocksmightbe partially due direction than in other directions.
A related speculationconcerningmodulationconcernsthe
to the trappingprocess.Specifically,the absenceof dispersion with energy may be understandablein terms of the properties of the shocksthemselves.We noted above that
particle confinementbetween the shocks. If the particles the shocks from the Septemberflares produced negligible
have been reflected repeatedly between the shocks,rather accelerationin the 11- to 20-MeV protons at Pioneer 10 and
than propagatingfreely from the sun, this may accountfor 11. Pyle et al. note that the Septemberflare also produced
negligiblemodulationof cosmicray particles.In contrastthe
the lack of dispersion.
An additional line of evidence for particle confinement shocks associatedwith the April flares had large effects on
may be found in comparingthe relative magnitudesand the 11- to 20-MeV protons(which presumablyincludedsome
durationsof the energeticparticleenhancementbetweenthe acceleration)and produceda large modulationeffect which
two shocksin this event with the magnitudeand duration of Pyle et al. discussat length. This raisesthe questionof how
the enhancements at both Pioneer 10 and 11 associated with
the accelerationspectrumof a shockrelates to its modulathe single major shock emanatingfrom the solar flare on tion effect. Based on this evidence, it is tempting to specuSeptember 23, 1978, and perhaps also from the flare of late that a shock which acceleratesmore particles may be a
September 27, 1978. Another figure from Pyle et al., a better modulatorof particlesfrom other sources.If sucha
portion of their Figure 4 which we have reproducedhere as relation exists, it might clarify phenomenaobservedat many
Figure 13, indicatesthat in the caseof the Septemberflare locations in the solar system. However, proving such a
the effect at both spacecraftis almostundetectablefor 11-to relation might involve a related questionof considerably
20-MeV protons, and the enhancementin 0.5- to 1.8-MeV more basic physical significance.For a shock to be a
protonsat Pioneer 10 was strongbut brief when the shock persistentlyeffectiveacceleratoror modulatorrequiresit to
passed with a rapid rise and a more or less exponential have some property which is characteristicof the shock
decline. Thus the energeticparticle observationsfor these itself and not of the plasmathroughwhichit propagates.The
Septemberflare events are unlike the more nearly rectangu- nature of this property mightbe simplygeometric,perhaps
lar profile of the energeticparticle enhancementin the same no more than somethingrelated to its angularextent; or it
energy range observed between the April shock pair as mightbe fluid dynamic,suchas the Mach numberdifference
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across the shock; it might involve turbulence properties or
something as subtle as spectral properties of the plasma
waves

within

the shock.

If such effects would

be demon-

strated and understood, it might be a significantadvance in
space physics and basic plasma physics. However, at the
moment it is not clear how such phenomena could be
produced in the laboratory and analyzing such effects in
observationsof natural phenomenawould be very complex.
Azimuthal Asymmetry
A careful

examination

of the data which we will describe

in detail below provides a variety of evidence for lack of
cylindrical symmetry in particle behavior. These departures
from azimuthal symmetry could be the result either of the
persistence of the extreme azimuthal asymmetry in the
particle flux nearer the sun or they could be the result of
solar wind effects. We will first present evidence for initial
asymmetries in the particle populations. This evidence appears strongerthan the possibleeffectsfrom the solar wind.
Nevertheless, the data are not detailed enoughto distinguish
clearly between these different possible explanations.
As noted in the 'observations' section, the triangles in the
upper part of Figure 8 denote the times of the flares. We
have used the dashed lines to connect

the flares to their

associated energetic particle rises. The Pioneer 10 observations show that the particle fluxes from the April 28 and 29
flares were greater at Pioneer 10 than the fluxes from the
April 15 flare. The flux of 0.5- to 1.8-MeV protonswas about
10 times higher before the arrival of the particlesconfinedby
the shocks, and the flux of 11- to 20-MeV protons was about
twice as high. However, the data in Figure 9 at the earth do
not suggest that the particle population produced by the
April 28 and 29 flares was notably softer than the particle
population from the April 15 flare. In the broad rise associated with the April 15 flare, each particle populationreaches

a peakvalueof ---10
-2of thepeakonMay 1fromtheApril28
and 29 flares. This suggeststhat the shapesof the particle
spectrafor theseflareswere quite similar.The validity of the
comparisonbetween the data obtainedin the vicinity of the
earth and those obtained at Pioneer 10 is apparently confirmed by comparisonof these later April flares and interplanetary events with those of the flare of April 8 and its
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broad peak in the Pioneer 11 data clearly beginsseveraldays
before the April 8 flare.
Comparison of the particle data discussedabove strongly
suggeststhat the 11- to 20-MeV protons spreadout (perhaps
latitudinally as well as longitudinally)much more than the
0.5- to 1.8-MeV protons. This is also suggestedby the
smoothnessof the time profilesof the higher-energyprotons
as compared with the profiles of the low-energy protons.
Each flare produces a separate peak in the low-energy
proton data at both Pioneer 10 and 11, while observations
from both spacecraftshow much smoothervariationsin the
higher-energy proton count rates. Thus we see that the
spreading process seen at 16 AU appears already well
advanced

at 7 AU.

Thus it also may be significantthat the peak count rates
associatedwith the April 28 and 29 flares at Pioneer 11 are
lower, by a factor of approximately 5, than the peak count
rates for the April 15 flare, reversing the relation seen at
Pioneer

10.

A strongdeparturefrom azimuthalsymmetryfor protons
at >80 MeV is indicatedby the comparisonof the peak in the
Pioneer 11 count rate about day 112 (April 22) in Figure 2 of
Van Allen (see Figure 10 in the present text) with the
correspondingPioneer 10 data. No correspondingpeak is
apparent in the Pioneer 10 data. The peak in the Pioneer 11
energeticproton data occurred at a time consistentwith its
being associated with the April 15 flare. Moreover, we
calculate that Pioneer 11 was about 100ø away from field
lines connecting to the site of the April 15 flare, while
Pioneer 10 was about 200øaway. Thus Pioneer 11 was much
more favorably locatedfor detectingparticlesfrom that flare
than was Pioneer

10.

Comparisonof the 11- to 20-MeV panelsin Figure 8 above
suggeststhat the spectrum of this event at Pioneer 11 was
significantlyharder than the spectrumof the corresponding
event at Pioneer 10. In addition, the Pioneer 11 spectrumfor
this event was also much harder than the spectrumdetected
at both Pioneer spacecraftin associationwith the April 28
flare. The contrast is even more extreme when the >80-MeV

data from Van Allen, as discussed above, are included.

Rather than increasing symmetry with increasing radial
distance and with increasing energy, this result suggests
departuresfrom azimuthalsymmetry.Perhapsthe beaming
associated observations.
The IMP data confirm that this
of the high-energyparticles along the field lines even inflare produceda much softerparticle spectrumthan either of creases with increasing energy.
Interplanetary acceleration is another possible explanathe later flares--the peak flux for 0.16- to 0.22-MeV particles
after April 8 is more than 10 times higherthan the peak flux tion for some of the phenomenadiscussedabove. The large
in this energy range following the April 15 flare. Since these distancesbetweenthe spacecraft,both radially and azimuthobservations were made under similar conditions, when the
ally, and the absenceof out-of-eclipticobservationsraisethe
spacecraftwas inside the earth's magnetosphere,this com- possibility that unobserved stream-streaminteractions or
some other process which is presently not clearly underparison is important. These observations and other IMP
observations of the low and intermediate energy proton data stood may have acceleratedlarge numbersof particlesfrom
indicate that the data are not seriouslycompromisedby the lower energies nearer the sun up to energiesin the 0.5- to
magnetosphericlocation. The April 8 flare spectrum de- 1.8-MeV rangeor higher. However, the rise in particle count
creasesmuch more rapidly with increasingenergythan the rate at Pioneer 10 between approximately May 15 and May
April 15 spectrum.For the 40- to 80-MeV protons,the April 25 (day 135 and day 145), 1978, discussedabove, for
8 peak flux is about 10 times lower than the April 15 peak example, is smootherthan the impulsiveaccelerationusually
flux. The ratios at intermediate energieshave intermediate observed at shocks. The available plasma analyzer data,
while covering less than half of each day, neverthelessdo
values. This observedsofteningof the spectrumfor the April
8 flare has its counterpart in the Pioneer observations. not show any strongevidencefor additionalstrongshocks.
Figure 8 shows an unmistakablepeak correspondingto the At the moment we are far from having enough evidence to
April 8 flare in the 0.5- to 1.8-MeV data from each space- make any definite claims for the role of interplanetary
craft, but no clear variation in the 11- to 20-MeV data. The

acceleration

in the Pioneer

10 and 11 data at times well
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before and well after the shocks discussedabove. However,
the stream-stream interactions that produce known interplanetary acceleration effects tend not to be azimuthally
symmetric, so that this alternative mechanism could also
prevent the attainment of azimuthal symmetry in energetic
particle distributions.
The complexity of behavior thus revealed suggeststhat if
azimuthal symmetry is attained by particles ejected from
solar flares, it is highly energy dependent.These resultsraise

the possibility that the 11- to 20-MeV particles did not reach
azimuthal symmetry at 16 AU. Similar characteristics of
relative smoothnessof the lower- and higher-energy particles and other evidence of a lack of azimuthal symmetry at
0.5-1.8 MeV are shown in the September-October 1978 data
in Figure 4 of Pyle et al. (see Figure 13 in the present text).
This evidence for highly energy-dependentcross-field diffusion of MeV protons over a wide range of radial distancesin
the outer solar system appearsto clarify the highly energydependent modulation by the shocks associated with the
April flares shown in Figure 2 of Pyle et al.
The heliospheric tail effect that we speculated on above
could be a boundary condition breaking down cylindrical
symmetry at sufficiently large heliocentric distances, even if
the symmetry was present closer to the sun. However,
examination of Figures 8 and 9 above suggeststhat the
variation of the energetic particles is not entirely independent of flare longitude, although considerable spreading
evidently occurs.
CONCLUSION

The Pioneer 10 and 11 plasma analyzers observeda pair of
shocks from conveniently located solar flares which occurred on April 15 or 16 and on April 28 (and 29), 1978.
Comparison of the plasma data with the simultaneousenergetic proton data indicates that large numbers of protons
having energies between 0.5 and 1.8 MeV and between 11
and 20 MeV (hence also, presumably, in the intermediate
1.8- to 11-MeV range) were trapped between these shocks.
The trapped particles may have been accelerated by the
shocks, or they may have been ejected by the flares, or they
may have been ambient cosmicrays. It is likely that all three
sources contributed to the final populations.
A recent paper [Webber and Lockwood, 1981]on the longterm modulation of cosmic rays (>60 MeV) may provide
indirect evidence for the trapping of energetic particles
between interplanetary shocks. After studying Pioneer,
Voyager, and IMP data from 1972 to 1980, they concluded
that solar modulationeffectsare propagatedoutward radially
from the sun at speedscomparablewith the solar wind speed
and, consequently, that conventional stationary state modulation theories need to be modified. It is tempting to speculate that their results are attributable, at least in part, to the
confinement of energetic particles between interplanetary
shocks.

Both

our

results

and

those

of

Webber

and

Lockwood indicate that the propagationof energetic particles and their associatedcosmic ray modulation effects may
be different from those previously assumed(e.g., Pyle et al.,
Van Allen, O'Gallagher and Maslyar, etc.).
This is the first report, to our knowledge, that shocks
whose plasma signaturesare as faint as the smaller shocks
described above can apparently significantly affect MeV
protons. Considering that Pioneer 11 was approximately
100øW of the April 15 flare and that Pioneer 10 was about
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130øEand 150øEof the April 28 (and 29) flares, respectively,
these observations

are direct evidence

for shock effects that

could product modulation, 'not only around the equatorial
zone...but at least to moderately high latitudes' [Pyle et al.,
1979].

The observed shocksshow a strongazimuthal asymmetry,
each shock being unmistakably evident in the plasma data at
one spacecraft and barely detectable in the plasma data at
the other spacecraft. The azimuthal variation of shock
strength is consistent with studies employing observations
obtained

closer to sun. It is also consistent with theoretical

studies at closer heliocentric distances [e.g., Dryer, 1975].
The evidence indicates, however, that at large heliocentric
distances the very weak shocks still have a strong effect on
the MeV protons.
The azimuthally varying plasmabehavior suggeststhat the
azimuthal symmetry which was inferred by Pyle et al. and
Van Allen for the more energetic particles also may not be
complete. We have found variations in energetic proton
behavior which are consistentwith energy-dependentcrossfield diffusion or perhaps with some possibly unfamiliar
interplanetary acceleration process. Either possibility could
lead to azimuthal asymmetries which might actually clarify
the observed energy-dependentmodulation.
Further insight might be obtained from continued tracking
of Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 and Voyager 1 and 2 as they
move outward from the sun and as the solar cycle progresses. In particular, Pioneer 10 is the only spacecraft
moving toward the heliospherictail. If the decliningphaseof
the solar cycle produces large flares comparable to the
August 1972 events, we shall be able to see what effect they
have on the plasmasand energeticparticlesof the outer solar
system.
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